
A Tide-Lib

1. Navigational Direction

2. Color

3. Item Of Clothing

4. Noun

5. Verb Present Ends In Ing

6. Item Of Clothing

7. Bad Noun

8. Item Of Clothing

9. Adjective

10. Noun Plural

11. Adjective

12. Type Of Food

13. Type Of Food

14. Fancy-Sounding Noun

15. Noun Plural

16. Level Of Difficulty

17. Animal

18. Animal

19. Fun Sound Effect

20. Amount Of Money

21. Number

22. Noun Plural

23. Period Of Time
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24. Movie Character

25. Noun

26. Adjective



A Tide-Lib

Are you sick and tired of looking [ navigational direction ] to see your favorite [ color ] [

item of clothing ] ruined by a pesky [ Noun ] stain, FOREVER? Have you been [ Verb 

Present ends in ING ] to sleep every night because the only [ item of clothing ] you own smells like [

bad noun ]? Well you no longer have to fret about keeping your [ item of clothing ][ Adjective

] because Tide [ Noun Plural ] can take care of even the most [ Adjective ] fabric disasters. Want to

partake in the annual [ type of food ] fight in [ type of food ]? Have at it! [ fancy-sounding noun ]

-wrestling? That's A-okay because Tide [ Noun Plural ] will help clean up the aftermath. They're so [

level of difficulty ] to use, even your [ animal ] could do it. Simply toss one in the [ animal ] 

with your laundry, and [ fun sound effect ] instant clean! For only [ amount of money ] you can purchase

a pack of [ number ] Tide [ Noun Plural ], so don't worry about not eating for the next [

period of time ]. Whether you want to be the next Marie Kondo or the next [ movie character ], go have

an adventure because we got your [ Noun ].

If it's got to be [ Adjective ], it's got to be Tide!
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